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New Book On Sale Now:
‘Safety Leadership’
by Howard Lees
www.hollin.co.uk
Life In The Fast Lane
By Rachel Edwards
Holidays are a good time for reflection.
Having a busy work life not only has the
advantage of making time pass quickly
(whether this is a good thing depends on your
job I guess!), but can also be exciting – things
come up on the horizon quickly, we rely on
what’s in our existing repertoire to deal with
them, it feels good when they go well. Many
successful busy people are also good at
improvising; they are sufficiently talented to
wing it when they need to.
However, there are a few situations where
it’s harder to improvise – coaching is one
of them. There’s a correlation between ‘too
busy’ and coaching styles. If life is fast paced
- often without enough time for reflection and
methodical planning - then slowing that pace
to get into discussion-based, non-directive
‘Socratic’ coaching mode can feel too slow
and not positively reinforcing for the coach.
It feels like coming off the motorway and
hitting a 30mph zone - there’s an itch to want
to go faster.
I’m not sure that driving in the slow lane
sounds much fun - look at all those other
people whizzing past enjoying themselves!
But perhaps taking time to pull into the
services every now and then will mean the
journey is more enjoyable overall.

BMT for Safety Conference - Q&As
At the BMT for Safety conference in November a number
of people submitted anonymous questions for the Q&A
session which were not answered on the day. In this edition
of the newsletter, the questions have been answered by
Howard Lees. Should you wish to follow up, email Howard at
howard@hollin.co.uk.

“How do we stop project milestones
producing special ‘urgent times’ where
safety gets temporarily suspended?”
There were a number of examples discussed on the day
similar to this example, where ‘safety is important but
sometimes it is not the primary priority’. This is a classic case
of treating safety as a priority rather than a value. Dr Scott
Geller has been making the point that if safety is viewed as a
value then it doesn’t have to compete for priority. Environment
drives behaviour and if there are leaders that have turned a
blind eye to safety in order to hold off threats of non-delivery
of a milestone then shame on them. I am guessing that the
victims of this temporary state are not in a position to push
back with any realistic chance of success. This is a classic
‘rock and hard place’ situation where people have to get
together and push back in order to maintain standards, which
is hard to do. Of course this is situational, and difficult for me
to suggest any solutions. If anyone wants to discuss this,
or any seemingly impossible scenario, I am happy to talk
privately to you.
Howard
Behavioural Management Techniques (BMT) is a blend of
applied behavioural science tools and project management skills.
BMT is used to improve business and safety performance.

“How do you keep safety fresh?”
If anything has to be ‘kept fresh’ then, behaviourally speaking,
it means that there are not enough natural reinforcers available
to maintain the desired behaviour/s. Most things that work well
are littered with reinforcers that support the desired outcomes or
sensations. Simple examples are - turning on taps to get water,
stopping at red traffic lights, taking a drink of fine wine, paying a
bill on time. A bit simplistic but still true. I hear you ask, “How do
you keep compliance going when it works against ‘time’, ‘comfort’,
‘complexity’, ‘patience’ etc?”
Well, it’s also true that most people spend a lot of time and
thought on the safety of themselves and their own children. Most
people will create environments at home and elsewhere that
deliver enough reinforcers to maintain the desired behaviour/s.
We have encountered numerous impressive reinforcing solutions
to a number of seemingly impossible scenarios regarding safety,
tyrants, destructive cliques etc. Ask yourself, “Am I smart enough
to come up with something that will solve this seemingly impossible
situation?” Most good people will answer this question with a
resounding “yes”. If you are still frustrated, then perhaps find some
like-minded friends and jointly figure out a sustainable solution.
There is always a solution.         
Howard

“How do you acclimatise from an enlightened
behavioural safety culture back to an old style
‘gotcha’ one?”
This question is usually the other way round i.e. how do we make
the journey from unenlightened to enlightened. This is not the first
time someone has talked about going from one company in an
enlightened safety culture and into one still stuck in 1975! It can be
shocking to change industries and find that the latest one does not
respect the safety of their workforce in the same way that your last
job did. There is a famous painting by Deng Cheng Wen that depicts
a line of people with their hands over the eyes of the person in front
of them. Of course the chain is fragile and someone simply needs to
break free and see the world for what it is. A bit convoluted, but this
is one of those ‘someone should do something about that’ situations
and of course the answer is ‘hang on, I am someone’.
I have no more information on this problem than is described in the
question, I would love to hear more details though if you would like
to send them to me. I have described in other answers this process
- find more like-minded people, talk about this problem, generate
a plan, try something, adjust, iterate. This could of course just be
a glib response to the person who has transported back in time
and is in a state of stress about the less safe scenario they find
themselves in.
I am happy to talk more if you want to get in touch, Howard
Click here to join the BMT group on LinkedIn for original
content and debate.

“This year I have taken over
a bit of a problem project.
Every time I ask for feedback
I get a tirade of whines and
insults. How can I get the
details of what’s wrong and
how do I get my questions
answered usefully?”
It could well be that you have inherited
an aversive culture, one with elements
of dirty pain for the people working
there. It sounds like they are venting with
outlier feedback and insults and it may
be because they were rarely asked for
feedback in the past, and not listened
to when they did. The good news is that
these emotional responses will dissipate
if you act on some of the feedback right
now. Changes in culture take time but
changing from angry to calm responses
can be sped up by quickly acting to fix
their problems. I would suggest that you
pick some easy things to fix, no matter
how trivial they appear to be. Your quest
is to set up a ‘we are listening’ scenario.
I really like the ‘you said, we did’
process, where a supervisor/leader sits
in a room with a group of people and
asks “What do you want?” They listen
and write it down on a flip chart and
say, “We will meet in a week and I will
let you know how I got on.” This means
that they can reconvene in a week and
the leader can say “We fixed these
things but I am still waiting for these
things.” This sets up a new workplace
environment where people can ask for
stuff in the knowledge that someone is
listening. This should take the emotion
out of the situation and allow everyone
to move forward constructively.
Howard

Shades of BMT
• Aspirations are what we want to happen
• Opinions are what we think is happening
• Facts are what’s actually happening
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